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Before we get started...

The webinar will be recorded and emailed to all registrants.

Use the Question Panel in GoToWebinar to ask questions throughout the webinar.
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• Central is an application you use on a browser to coordinate your work.

• You can add users and create teams.

• You can create tasks like sticky notes – To Do, In Progress, Complete.

• You can upload Flare projects, and it’s super easy to build and publish from there.

• It’s especially good for Flare users who don’t have the resources to set up their own source control or publish output.
New to Central

- Project Checklists
- Custom Vanity URL Enhancements
- Support for Project Linking
Create checklists for work related to your Flare projects
For example: Topic “To Do,” Product Release
Can be integrated with Flare files
See charts showing progress as your work
Vanity URLs

• Previously, only one vanity URL (license)
• Now, vanity URL for target (replaces auto-generated ID)
• Vanity URL on individual builds (lets you have multiple builds per target set to “Live”)
• Private URL for all builds (lets you share output with only people on your license)
• Exclude certain builds from search engines
Project Linking Support

- Global Project Linking
- Runtime Merging
- Multilingual Output
Let’s Look at Central...
Take Advantage of Certified Training

As a webinar attendee, receive $100 OFF your next advanced training course.

MadCap Flare CSS Training
November 14-15, 2017 (web-based)

MadCap Flare Single Sourcing Training
November 16-17, 2017 (web-based)

For more details, contact sales@madcapsoftware.com

Note: Courses subject to change. Availability based on student registration. Certain restrictions apply; cannot be combined with any other offer or promotion. Not valid on courses already purchased.
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